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...what is
buddy(su)?
As a buddy, you will become a vital component 
in the transition period for new students - you’ll 
also gain employability and transferable skills.

Everyone’s experience at UEA is different and
the first year at university can be daunting. As a 
buddy(su) volunteer you can help new students 
settle into life at UEA by supporting them with 
regular meet ups, promoting buddy events 
and being a friendly face. As a buddy, you will 
meet up with students on a regular basis and at 
buddy(su) events to see how they are settling in.
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As a buddy volunteer you can benefit from 
a sense of achievement from helping others.  
It looks great on a CV, and there’s also an 
opportunity to develop your skills further with 
our student leader programme.

If you have a specific request regarding your 
buddy group you can specify this in the 
application form under ‘interests and hobbies’ 
and we will aim to accommodate this.

being a buddy, you can...

• support a new student with shared interests, 
hobbies or background

• earn a volunteering reference 

• gain communication, leadership and support 
skills 

• be flexibile with your role

• access tons of training opportunities
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as a buddy...
You will be supported by a co-ordinator and a 
dedicated team of student volunteers who make 
up the buddy(su) team. 

Contact us vie email at buddy.su@uea.ac.uk or 
via social media through:

our Insta: @ueabuddysu

or Facebook: UEA BuddySU Community

We also offer a range of additional training 
alongside your compulsory training. 

These include developing active listening, 
becoming an active bystander, developing your 
confidence and leadership skills etc. We also 
support individual training on a case-by-case 
basis.

You must be available to contact your buddy 
once matched and meet your buddies during the 
Welcome Period (Sept-Oct). Matching begins 
from July and continues until February. You 
do not need to be in Norwich to contact your 
students as your introduction should be over 
email.
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